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CHAPTER TWO 
 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PHONETIC AND 

 PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEMS OF 

 PERSIAN 

 

 

 

 

2.1       Introduction 

 
            There exist a number of descriptive studies on Persian; namely, Samareh (1968, 

1977, 1992), Haghshenas (1990), Meshkatoddini (1998), Abumahbub (2002), Towhidi 

(1974), and Kalbassi (1992), which are used as sources for the description of  Persian 

phonetics, phonology, syllabic structure and stress in this research.  

 

2.2       The Persian Phonetic System  

2.2.1       Persian Consonants         

           The Persian language has 72 main phonetic consonants, which can be divided into 8 

groups based on their manner of articulation and 10 groups based on the place of 

articulation as illustrated in the following table.¹ The air stream mechanism used in the 

articulation of all Persian consonants is „pulmonic egressive‟, in which the air stream is 

created by the lungs and exhaled through the mouth or nose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________    
¹These phonetic consonants are various realizations of 23 consonant phonemes in the Persian language. 
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The descriptions of the Persian consonants are based on the following: 

 (i)       Air stream mechanism 

             It refers to the initiation of air flow required for articulating speech sounds, as in 

pulmonic, glottalic, velar, etc. This mechanism refers to the direction of the air flow as 

well, that can be ingressive or egressive. 

 

(ii)       Articulatory force 

            It is concerned with how much muscular energy is involved in producing speech 

sounds and the terms which are used to represent this feature are fortis (strong) and lenis 

(weak).           

 

(iii)     Phonation 

            It is involved in the existence, lack or the degree of vibration in the vocal folds; and 

is represented by the terms voiced, voiceless, etc.           

 

(iv)       Area of articulation 

            It refers to an area in the vocal tract where the obstruction of the air occurs and to the 

speech organs involved in articulating that consonant. For example, the area of articulation 

could be bilabial (both lips), alveolar (tongue against the alveolar ridge), velar (tongue 

against the soft palate), etc.         

 

(v)       Manner of articulation 

             It refers to the manner in which the consonant is articulated, for example nasal 

(through the nose), plosive (complete obstruction of air), approximant (vowel-like), etc.  

 

(vi)       Air passage 

            It is concerned with the passages of the air above the pharynx through which the air 

flow can escape into the atmosphere. These are the oral cavity and the nasal cavity.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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                             bilabial  labio-   dental-  alveolar     post-      palatal     velar      uvular     glottal 
                                                   dental alveolar                  alveolar 
                fortis  p  p  p     p        Tʰ T  T     ʰ                cʰ c  c   kʰ k  k                    ʔ+   ʔ 
                                                                                                                           
  plosives 

                   lenis    b  b˚ b    b      D  D  D    d  d                   j  j   j     g   g    q  q  q  
  

                   fortis             f         s          ʃ                                        h    
 fricatives 

                    lenis              v v  v   z z z                  ʒ                                               

 

                  fortis                                                     ʧ 

 affricates 

                   lenis                                                   ʤ , ʤ  
 

    nasals    lenis   m m                n›      n          ṉ                         

 
               fortis                                                                
   laterals 
                           clear                         l   l   l 
                     lenis  
                         dark                                                        
    trills        lenis                                 r   r   r 

                                                                                                                                                               

    flaps        lenis                                                                                                
 

approximants  lenis                                                  j  j   j                                                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 2.1 

 Persian consonants                                                                                                                                 
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2.2.1.1       Plosives: 

 

           The Persian plosive consonants are usually produced in four sequential phases: The 

first phase, which is called the closing phase is when one articulator is moved against 

another, or two articulators are moved against each other to form a total stricture. The 

second phase, hold or compression, is the time when the air is compressed behind the 

closure. The third phase, which is called release phase, refers to the time when the air 

behind the stricture is allowed to escape. The last phase is what occurs after the release 

phase. This is called the post-release phase and is different for different plosives in 

different positions.  

  

            All Persian plosives can occur in the initial, medial and final position; that is, they 

can appear at the beginning of a word, between other speech sounds and at the end of a 

word before pause.  

 

            In producing the plosives, the soft palate, or velum, is raised to keep the air back 

from escaping through the nasal cavity, except for the time when they are followed by nasal 

consonants. In such cases, the nasal cavity is open as well, and air can pass both through the 

mouth and nose, as in the example „هتي‟ [mætn] „text‟. In addition, when the plosives are 

followed by lateral consonants, the lateral release occurs, that is the air passes along the 

sides of the tongue, as in the example „هطلْب‟ [mætlb] „favourite‟.   

 

(i)       Bilabial fortis plosives   [p, p, p]   

                                                                      

            In the production of the bilabial fortis plosives, the lips are pressed together to make 

a complete closure. The soft palate, or velum, is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity, 

so the air is compressed behind the lips. The vocal folds are wide apart, so there is no 
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stricture for the air in the glottis and no vibration in the vocal folds. The other articulators 

are in the position of producing the next speech sound. Finally, the closure is removed and 

all the air behind the lips is suddenly released. 

 

 [pʰ]          

              Since during the articulation of this plosive the glottis is open, some part of the air 

of the lungs escapes immediately after the air behind the lips, so the production of this 

plosive is accompanied with a puff of air which is called aspiration. This plosive occurs at 

the beginning of a stressed syllable, as in the examples „پز‟ [pɔr] „full‟ and „طپزی‟ [sepæri] 

„elapsed‟.                                

Phonetic description of [p]:  

fortis, voiceless, aspirated, oral, bilabial, plosive 

 

[p]     
     
      

          In producing [p], the  vocal folds  are  wide  apart, so some  part of the air of  the 
                                                                                                                                                                
lungs escapes out of   the oral cavity  immediately after the  release of the  air behind the 

 

lips, but  the air  escaped is not so  much  as that  in an  aspirated [p]. This plosive 

 

occurs at the beginning  of an  unstressed  syllable (Samareh, 1992: 68)  as  in [p] in the 

example  word                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  sprayed„ [sæmʃd]  ‟طن پاػیذ„ He/She  was  jumping‟ and„ [mipærid]  ‟هی پزیذ„
                                                                                                                                
poison‟. 

                                                                                                                                                    

Phonetic description of [p]:   
                                          
fortis, voiceless, partly aspirated, oral, bilabial, plosive 
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 [p]        
 

            This plosive is also produced with the open glottis, but there is no aspiration since no 

air from the lungs escapes along with the compressed air behind the lips. This consonant 

occurs in final position and when followed by another plosive, as in the words „تْپ‟ [tup] 

„ball‟, „تْپ تاسی‟ [tupbzi] „a ball game‟ . 

Phonetic description of [p]:  

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, bilabial, plosive 

 

(ii)       Labio-dental fortis plosive [p ]   

            When the bilabial plosive [p] precedes a labio-dental sound such as [f,v] the stop is 

often made by a labio-dental rather than a bilabial closure in anticipation of the following 

fricative articulation (Samareh, 1992: 71), as in „طْپ فزّع‟ [spfrʃ] „a person who sells 

soup‟.  

Phonetic description of [p ]:   

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, labiodental, plosive 

                                                                                         
(iii)       Bilabial lenis plosives [b, b , b ]   

              In the production of the bilabial lenis plosives, the lips are pressed together to make 

a complete closure, the soft palate, is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity, so the air is 

compressed behind the lips. The compressed air and the articulatory force involved in the 

production of these plosives are not as much as that for bilabial fortis plosives. The other 

articulators are in the position of producing the next speech sound. Finally, the closure is 

removed and the air behind the lips is suddenly released. 
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[b]           

             In producing [b] the vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the 

articulation of this speech sound. There is thorough vibration during the production of this 

plosive. The plosive [b] occurs between two voiced speech sounds such as „آتی‟ [bi] „blue‟ 

and „َجذت‟ [ʤæzbe] „charisma‟. 

Phonetic description of  [b]:      

lenis,  voiced,  plosive,  oral, bilabial 

  

 [b]    

            When the plosive [b ] occurs in initial position, the voice produced by the vocal folds 

accompanies only the second half of this consonant. So, there is no thorough vibration 

during the production of this consonant. This means that at the beginning of the word, it is 

partly devoiced (Samareh, 1992: 73). For example, in the word „تاد‟ [b d] „wind‟ the first 

part of [b] is devoiced. 

Phonetic description of [b]:   

lenis, partly devoiced,  oral, bilabial,  plosive 

           

[b]   

              In the production of [b ], the glottis is wide open, so that no voice is produced 

during the production of this sound. It occurs in final position, for example in the word 

 .‟installation„ [] ‟ًظة„

Phonetic description of [b]: 

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, bilabial,  plosive 
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(iv) Labio-dental lenis plosive [b ]  

            When the bilabial plosive [b] precedes a labio-dental sound such as [f, v] the stop is 

often made by a labio-dental rather than a bilabial closure in anticipation of the following 

fricative articulation, as in  „آتفزّع‟ [bfrʃ] „a person who sells water‟.  

Phonetic description of [b ]:     

lenis, voiced,  oral, labio-dental,  plosive 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

(v)       Dental-alveolar fortis plosives [T, T, T]   

                                                                            
              In the production of the dental-alveolar fortis plosives, the tongue blade is in 

contact with alveolar ridge and the tip of the tongue is pressed against the upper front teeth 

to make a complete closure. The velum is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity, so the 

air is compressed behind the dental-alveolar closure. The vocal folds are wide apart, so there 

is no stricture for the air in the glottis. The other articulators are in the position of producing 

the next speech sound. Finally, the tongue abruptly leaves the alveolar ridge and teeth to let 

the air escape through the oral cavity.  

 

[T]   

             In producing the plosive [T] the vocal folds are wide apart, and no voice is 

produced in the glottis. Following the release of the air behind the dental-alveolar closure, 

some of the air from the lungs escapes from the mouth. The production of this plosive is 

accompanied with aspiration. This plosive occurs at the beginning of stressed syllables, as 

in the examples „تْر ‟ [T] „net‟ and  „ْپزطت‟ [T] „swallow‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Phonetic description of [T]: 

fortis, voiceless, aspirated, oral, dental-alveolar, plosive 
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[ T ]    
     
            The plosive [T] is articulated with an open glottis, and there is partial aspiration. 
                                   
 

 This  consonant  occurs at  the beginning of an  unstressed  syllable  such as [T] in  the 
                                                                                                                                                           
 

word „طَ تا‟ [T] „three, three items‟                          
                            
 

Phonetic description of [T]:   
                                          
fortis, voiceless, partly aspirated, oral, dental-alveolar, plosive 

 

[T]     

            This consonant is articulated with the vocal folds wide apart. There is no escape of 

air through the glottis after the release phase, which results in the lack of aspiration for [T]. 

This plosive occurs in final position as well as before other consonants; as in the words 

           .‟sneeze„ [ʔT] ‟عطظَ„ inferior‟ and„ [T] ‟پظت„

Phonetic description of [T]:   

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, dental-alveolar, plosive 

 

(vi)       Dental-alveolar lenis plosives [D, D ,  D ]    
                                                                                   
 

            In the production of the dental-alveolar lenis plosives, the tongue blade is in contact 

with the alveolar ridge and the tip of the tongue is pressed against upper front teeth to make 

a complete closure. The soft palate is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity, so the air is 

compressed behind the oral closure. The amount of compressed air and the articulatory 

force involved in the production of these consonants are less than that for the dental-alveolar 

fortis plosives. The other articulators are in the position of producing the next speech sound. 

Finally, the closure is removed and the air behind the lips is suddenly released. 
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[D]     

            The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound. There is thorough vibration for this plosive. The plosive [D] occurs 

between two voiced speech sounds as in the words „تذى‟ [bæDæn] „body‟ and „گزدى‟ 

[gærDæn] „neck‟. 

Phonetic description of [D]: 

lenis, voiced, oral, dental-alveolar, plosive 

 

[D ]    

            There is no thorough vibration during the production of this consonant. The speech 

sound [D ] occurs only in initial position. The voice produced by the vocal folds 

accompanies the second half of this consonant, that is to say, in the initial position, the first 

half of this speech sound is not voiced. For example, in the word „دیز‟ [D ir] „late‟, the 

second part of the word is voiced. 

Phonetic description of [D ]:   

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, dental-alveolar, plosive 

 

 [D ]   

            In the production of [D ], the glottis is wide open, so hat no voice is produced during 

the production of this sound. It occurs only in final position, as in the words „رػذ‟ [rɔʃD] 

„growth‟ and „قصذ‟ [D] „intention‟.  

Phonetic description of [D ]: 

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, dental-alveolar,  plosive 
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 (vii)       Alveolar fortis plosives [,  ,  ]  
                                                                

          In the production of these plosives, the tongue blade is in contact with the alveolar 

ridge in a way that the tongue does not touch the teeth, this happens when these consonants 

follow [], [] and [r]. During the production of these alveolar plosives, the way to the nasal 

cavity is closed, and the air is compressed behind the alveolar closure. The vocal folds are 

wide apart, so no voice is produced. The other articulators are in the position of producing 

the next speech sound. Finally, the tongue abruptly leaves the alveolar ridge to let the air 

escape through the oral cavity.  

 

[]  

          In producing [ʰ] the vocal folds are wide apart and no voice is produced. While the 

glottis is open, some of the air from the lungs escapes just after the release of the air behind 

the alveolar closure, which results in the production of an aspirated sound. This plosive 

occurs at the beginning of a stressed syllable within a word, as in the examples „طٌتْر‟ 

[] „dulcimer‟, „طلطاى‟ [ɔ] „king‟ and „هزطْب‟ [mæb] „humid‟. 

Phonetic description of []:  

fortis, voiceless, aspirated, oral, alveolar, plosive 

 

 []   
    

          The plosive [] is articulated with an open glottis, and a partial  aspiration  which 
                           
 takes less time than when it is produced at  the beginning of a word or at the  beginning 

 

 of a stressed syllable. This consonant occurs in initial position of an unstressed syllable   

 

within a word, for example, „التِاتی‟ [ ′] „inflammatory‟ and „ارتحال‟ 
                                                                                
 [′l] „pass away‟. 
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Phonetic description of []: 
                                          
fortis, voiceless, partly aspirated, oral, alveolar, plosive 

 

[]  

           This consonant is articulated with the vocal folds wide apart and there is no escape of 

air through the glottis just after the release phase, which results in the lack of aspiration for 

[]. This plosive occurs only in final position; as in the words „غلت‟ [] „trill, roll‟, „کلت‟ 

[] „pistol‟ and „ػْرت‟ [ʃ] „short‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Phonetic description of []:  

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, alveolar, plosive 

 

(viii)       Alveolar lenis plosives [d, d]    

            In the production of the alveolar lenis plosives, the tongue blade is in contact with 

alveolar ridge in a way that the tongue does not touch the teeth. This happens when these 

consonants follow [], [] and [r]. During the production of these alveolar plosives, the 

passage to the nasal cavity is closed, and the air is compressed behind the alveolar closure. 

The compressed air and the articulatory force involved in the production of these 

consonants are less than that for the alveolar fortis plosives. The other articulators are in the 

position of producing the next speech sound. Finally, the closure is removed and the air 

behind the lips is suddenly released. 

 

[d]   

             The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound. There is thorough vibration for this plosive. The plosive [d] occurs 
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between two voiced speech sounds as in the words „قٌذاى‟ [] „sugar bowl‟ and 

 .‟flower vase„ [gɔd] ‟گلذاى„

Phonetic description of [d]: 

lenis, voiced, oral, alveolar, plosive 

 

[d ]   

            In the production of [d ], the glottis is wide open, and no voice is produced during the 

production of this sound . It is in word final position, and fully devoiced, for example in the 

words „قٌذ‟ [] „lamp of sugar‟ and „جلذ‟ [ʤd] „cover‟.  

Phonetic description of [d ]:  

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, alveolar,  plosive 

    

(ix)       Palatal fortis plosives [c, c, c]  

                                                            

            In the production of the palatal fortis plosives, the closure is formed in the center of 

hard palate, in a way that the center of the tongue is raised and pressed against the highest 

curved part of the hard palate. The velum is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity, and 

that the air is compressed behind the palatal closure. The vocal folds are wide apart, so there 

is no stricture in the glottis. The other articulators are in the position of producing the next 

speech sound. Finally, the tongue abruptly leaves the hard palate to let the air escape 

through the oral cavity. These consonants occur before front vowels [i, e, æ], before other 

consonants and also in final position, as in the examples „چی‟ [ci] „who‟, „ػکل‟ [ʃecl] „form‟  

and  „ػک‟ [ʃæc] „doubt‟. 
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[c]  

          In producing the plosive [c] the vocal folds are wide apart, and the glottis is open. 

Following the release of the air behind the palatal closure, some part of the air from the 

lungs escapes from the mouth, resulting in an aspirated sound. This plosive occurs at the 

beginning of stressed syllables, as in the examples „کیف‟ [cif] „bag‟ and „َطزک‟ [serce] 

„vinegar‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Phonetic description of [c]:  

fortis, voiceless, aspirated, oral, palatal, plosive 

 

 

 [ c  ]   
     

            The plosive [c] is articulated with an open glottis and a partial aspiration. The                                                          
                                         
 time it takes to produce this sound is less than the time taken to produce the sounds that 

 occur at the beginning of a word or at the beginning of an stressed syllable. This consonant  

occurs  at the  beginning  of  an  unstressed  syllable  as in  the words „ػکیثی‟ 

 [ʃæc i′bi] „patience‟ and „تزکیثی‟ [tærc i′bi] „compound‟. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Phonetic description of [c ]:   
                                          
fortis, voiceless, partly aspirated, oral, palatal, plosive           

 

[c]  

            This plosive is produced with an open glottis and no air from the lungs escapes just 

after the release of the compressed air behind the palatal closure. Therefore, there is no 

aspiration for [c]. This consonant occurs in final position or before another consonant, as in 

the words „تک‟ [tæc] „single‟ and „اکثز‟ [ʔæc′sær] „majority‟. 
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Phonetic description of  [c]:  

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, palatal, plosive 

 

 

(x)     Palatal lenis plosives [ɟ, ɟ , ɟ ]  

            In the production of the palatal lenis plosives, the closure is formed in the center of 

the hard palate, in a way that the center of the tongue is raised and pressed against the 

highest curved  part of the  hard palate. During the  articulation of these palatal  plosives, the 

way to the  nasal  cavity  is closed, and the air is compressed  behind  the  palatal  closure. 

The compressed air and the articulatory force involved in the production of these 

consonants are less than that for the palatal fortis plosives. The other articulators are in the 

position of producing the next speech sound. Finally, the closure is removed and the 

compressed air is suddenly released. These consonants occur before front vowels [, e, æ], 

before other consonants and also in final position. 

 

 [ɟ]  

            The vocal folds vibrate to produce voice during the articulation of this consonant. 

There is a thorough vibration for this plosive. [ɟ] occurs between two voiced speech sounds 

as in the words „اگز‟ [ʔæɟær] „if‟ and „ریگشار‟ [riɟzr] „sandy region‟. 

Phonetic description of [ɟ]:   

lenis, voiced, oral, palatal, plosive 
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[ɟ]                  

            There is no extensive vibration during the production of this consonant. The voice 

produced by the vocal folds accompanies only the second half of this consonant. [ɟ] occurs 

only in initial position, as in the examples, „گزم‟ [ɟærm] „warm‟ and „گزد‟ [ɟrd] „round‟.  

Phonetic description of [ɟ]:   

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, palatal, plosive 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      

[ɟ]  

            In the production of this velar plosive, the glottis is wide open, so no voice is 

produced during the production of the plosive [ɟ]. It occurs word-finally, as in the words 

riɟ] ‟ریگ„ ] „pebble‟ and „طٌگ‟ [sæɟ] „stone‟.  

Phonetic description of [ɟ]:     

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, palatal,  plosive 

 

 (xi) Velar fortis plosives [ k,  k,  k ]  

                                                       
            For these plosives, the closure is formed in the center of the soft palate, in a way that 

the back of the tongue is raised to touch the center of the velum and prevent the air from 

escaping through the oral cavity. Simultaneously, the soft palate is raised to block the way 

to the nasal cavity. As soon as the tongue leaves the velum, the compressed air is suddenly 

released. The vocal folds are wide apart, and there is no voice during the production of these 

plosives. The other articulators are in the position of producing the next speech sound. 

Finally, the tongue abruptly leaves the hard palate to let the air escape through the oral 

cavity. These consonants occur before back vowels [, ɔ, u], and before velar consonants 

[k] and [g] . 
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[k]  

            In producing the plosive [k] the vocal folds are wide apart, and no voice is produced 

in the glottis. Following the release of the air behind the velar closure, some part of the air 

of the lungs escapes out of the mouth. The production of this plosive is therefore 

accompanied with aspiration. This plosive occurs at the beginning of a stressed syllable, as 

in the examples „کار‟ [kr] „work‟ and „ػکار‟ [ʃekr] „hunting‟ 

Phonetic description of [k]: 

fortis, voiceless, aspirated, oral, velar, plosive                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 [k]   
    

            The plosive [k] is articulated with an open glottis, and is partially aspirated. This 

------------------------- 
consonant  precedes  an  unstressed  syllable as  in  the  examples „هکاتة‟  [mæk′teb] 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                         
„schools‟ and „َػکْف‟ [ʃek′fe] „blossom‟.                      
                                         
 

Phonetic description of [k]:   
                                                  
fortis, voiceless, partly aspirated, oral, velar, plosive 

                       

[k]   

         

           This plosive is also produced with an open glottis. There is no aspiration as no air 

from the lungs escapes immediately after the release of the compressed air behind the velar 

closure. This consonant occurs before velar consonants [k] and [g] as in the examples „دکاى‟ 

[ɔkk] „shop‟ and „ْرک گ‟ [rɔkgu] „frank‟.  

Phonetic description of [k]:  

fortis, voiceless, unaspirated, oral, velar, plosive 
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(xii)       Velar lenis plosives [g, g]  

            In the production of the velar lenis plosives, the closure is formed in the center of the 

soft palate, in a way that the back of the tongue is raised to touch the center of the velum 

preventing the air from escaping through the oral cavity. During the production of these 

velar plosives, the way to the nasal cavity is closed, so the air is compressed behind the oral 

closure. The compressed air and the articulatory force involved in the production of these 

consonants are not as much as that for the velar fortis plosives. The other articulators are in 

the position of producing the next speech sound. Finally, the closure is opened and the 

compressed air is suddenly released. 

 

 [g]    

            The vocal folds vibrate to produce voice during the articulation of this speech sound. 

There is thorough vibration for this consonant. The plosive [g] occurs between two voiced 

speech sounds as in the words „اًگْر‟ [ʔægur] „grape‟ and „طیگار‟ [sigr] „cigar‟. 

Phonetic description of [g]:   

lenis, voiced, oral, velar, plosive 

 

 

[g ]  
 

            There is no thorough vibration during the production of this consonant. This plosive 

occurs in initial position before back vowels. It is partially devoiced, for example in the 

words „گاری‟ [gri] „cart‟ and „گل‟ [gɔ] „flower‟.  

Phonetic description of [g]:  

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, velar, plosive 
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 (xiii)       Uvular lenis plosives [q, q , q ]   
 

           The back of the tongue and the uvula join to make this speech sound. For this to 

happen, the  extreme  back  part  of  the  tongue is  raised to touch the  extreme back part  of  

the soft  palate, which  is called uvula, in order to block the way to the oral cavity. At the 

same time, the velum is raised to close the way to the nasal cavity. As soon as the back of 

the tongue drops down, the air compressed behind the uvular closure escapes out.   

 

 [q]    

            In producing [q] the vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the 

articulation of this speech sound. There is thorough vibration for this plosive. [q] occurs 

between two voiced speech sounds such as „عاقل‟ [ʔqel] „wise‟ and  „تزقی‟ [bæq]  

„electrical‟. 

Phonetic description of [q]:    

lenis,  voiced,  oral, uvular,  plosive 

 

 [q ]    

          There is no thorough vibration during the production of this consonant. [q] occurs in 

initial position. The voice produced by the vocal folds accompanies the second half of this 

consonant, for example, in the word „قٌذ‟ [qænd] „lamp of sugar‟.   

Phonetic description of [q ]:        

lenis, partly devoiced,  oral, uvular,  plosive 

[q ]   

           In the production of this uvular plosive, the glottis is wide open, and no voice is 

produced. It occurs in final position, as in the example „ًطق‟ [nɔtq] „speech‟.  
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Phonetic description of [q]:   

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, uvular,  plosive 

 

  

 (xiv)       Glottal fortis plosives [ʔ, ʔ]   

-----------------------------------------+ 

 

            The articulators involved in the production of these plosives are the vocal folds. To 

achieve this, the vocal folds are pressed against each other preventing the air from passing 

through the glottis. The air is trapped behind the closed glottis until this closure is opened 

and the compressed air is suddenly released.  

 

            During the production of these plosives, the position of the soft palate depends on 

the speech sound that follows them; that is, if an oral sound occurs after glottal fortis 

plosives, the soft palate is raised to obstruct the way to the nasal cavity; if a nasal consonant 

follows them, the soft palate drops down to keep the way to the nasal cavity open. 

            These plosives are voiceless, because when the vocal folds are in the position of 

producing a glottal plosive, they cannot produce vibration. In other words, the mechanism 

of producing voice is different from the mechanism of producing a glottal fortis plosive. 

 

[ʔ]   
 +    

        This consonant occurs at the beginning of stressed syllables. It has a high degree of   

 

intensity  as  in the examples „اگز‟ [ʔæɟær]  „if‟,  „آهذ‟ [ʔmæd] „came‟,  „فاعلی‟ [fʔeli]  
                                                         +                              +                                            +    
subjective‟ and „تلعیذ‟ [bælʔid]  „swallowed‟ 

                                           +                                                                                                                                                                         

Phonetic description of [ʔ]   
                                       + 
fortis ( high intensity ), voiceless,  oral, glottal,  plosive 
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[ʔ]    

            This fortis plosive occurs in all positions other than at the beginning of stressed 

syllables, and it has a low degree of intensity (Samareh, 1992: 79), for example, „هعصْم‟ 

[mæʔsum] „innocent‟ and „فزع‟ [færʔ] „branch‟. 

Phonetic description of [ʔ]:       

fortis ( low intensity ), voiceless,  oral, glottal,  plosive 

 

2.2.1.2       Fricatives  

            Fricatives are continuant consonants which are produced when one articulator moves 

against another or two articulators approach and make a narrow passage for the air; then by 

passing the air through this narrow passage a fricative sound is produced. Depending on the 

articulators making these narrow passages, various speech sounds are made, which are 

called fricative consonants.  The Persian fricative consonants can be found in initial, medial 

and final position; that is, they appear at the beginning of a word, between other speech 

sounds and at the end of a word before pause.  

                                                                      

            In producing all the Persian fricatives, the soft palate, or velum, is raised to hold the 

air back from escaping through the nasal cavity. So, the only way for the air to pass is 

through the oral cavity. 

 

 (i)       Labio-dental fortis fricative [f]  

            The articulators involved in the production of this fricative are the lower lip and the 

upper front teeth. To do this, the upper front teeth touch the inside part of the lower lip so 

that the air has the chance to escape through the openings between teeth and lip. During the 

production of [f], the glottis is open and there is no vibration in the vocal folds, so it is a 
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voiceless consonant. The examples are „فزض‟ [fær] „assumption‟, „َطزف‟ [sɔrfe] „cough‟ 

and „تزف‟ [bærf] „snow‟. 

Phonetic description of [f]:     

fortis, voiceless,  fricative,  oral,  labiodental 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 

(ii)       Labio-dental lenis fricative [v, v, v]   

               

            The articulators involved in the production of these fricative consonants are the 

lower lip and the upper front teeth. For this to happen, the upper front teeth touch the inside 

part of the lower lip so that the air can escape through the openings between teeth and lip. 

 

[v]   

             The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound. There is thorough vibration for this consonant. The fricative [v] occurs 

between two voiced speech sounds, as in the words „ٍّجش‟ [ʤɔzveh] „pamphlet‟ and „آّا‟ 

[ʔv] „phone‟. 

Phonetic description of [v]:   

lenis, voiced, oral, labio-dental, fricative 

 

 [v]   

            There is no extensive vibration during the production of this consonant. Voice is 

produced only during the articulation of the second half of this consonant. [v] occurs only in 

initial position, as in the examples, „ّاظح‟ [v zeh]  „clear‟, „ّاک‟ [v ] „voice‟.   
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Phonetic description of [v ]:      

lenis, partly devoiced,  oral, labio-dental,  fricative 

 

 [v]   

            During the articulation of this labio-dental fricative, the glottis is wide open, so no 

voice is produced in the production of this consonant. It occurs in final position (Samareh, 

1992: 81), as in the examples „ًْؼ‟ [næʃv ] „growth‟ and „ْعف‟ [ʔæfv] „forgiveness‟. 

Phonetic description of [v]:  

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, labio-denta,  fricative 

 

(iii)       Dental-alveolar fortis fricative [s]   

            The articulators involved in the production of this consonant are the tongue, the 

alveolar ridge and the teeth. To articulate this consonant, the blade of the tongue touches the 

alveolar ridge so that there is only a narrow passage along the center of the tongue for the 

air to pass and the tip of the tongue is in contact with the lower front teeth.     

            During the production of [s], the vocal folds are wide apart and there is no vibration. 

The air coming up from the lungs escapes through the narrow passage formed along the 

center of the tongue (Samareh, 1992: 82). The examples are „طزخ‟ [sɔrx] „red‟, „اثز‟ 

[ʔæsær] „trace‟ and „داص‟ [ds] „sickle‟. 

Phonetic description of [s]:   

fortis,  devoiced,  oral, dental-alveolar,  fricative 

 

 (iv)       Dental-alveolar lenis fricatives [z, z , z ]   

            The articulators involved in the production of these fricative consonants are the 

tongue, the alveolar ridge and the teeth. For this to happen, the blade of the tongue touches 
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the alveolar ridge so that there is only a narrow passage along the center of the tongue for 

the air to pass and the tip of the tongue is in contact with the lower front teeth. (Samareh, 

1992: 82)     

 

 [z]   

            The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound. Therefore, this consonant is fully voiced. The fricative [z] occurs 

between two voiced speech sounds (Samareh, 1992: 82), as in „دسدی‟ [dɔzdi] „theft‟ and 

  .‟supervision„ [mɔvzebæt] ‟هْاظثت„

Phonetic description of [z]: 

lenis, voiced, oral, dental-alveolar, fricative 

 

[z ]  

            There is no extensive vibration during the production of this consonant. The voice 

produced by the vocal folds accompanies only the second half of this consonant. [z ] occurs 

only in initial position (Samareh, 1992: 83), as in the examples, „سّد‟ [zud] „soon‟ and „سرد‟ 

[zærd] „yellow‟. 

Phonetic description of [z ]:       

lenis, partly devoiced,  oral, dental-alveolar,  fricative  

 

[z ]  

          During the articulation of this dental-alveolar fricative, the glottis is wide open, and 

no voice is produced. Therefore, it is fully devoiced. It occurs in final position(Samareh, 

1992: 83), as in the examples „حفظ‟ [hefz ] „preservation‟ and „هزس‟ [mærz] „border‟. 
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Phonetic description of [z ]: 

lenis,  devoiced,  oral, dental-alveolar,  fricative 

 

(v)       Post-alveolar fortis fricative [ʃ]    

 

            For the production of this fricative, the tongue touches the roof of the mouth in a 

way that the blade of the tongue is pressed against an area between the alveolar ridge and 

the hard palate. The tip of the tongue is in contact with the lower front gums and the air 

escapes through the narrow passage formed along the center of the tongue. The width and 

depth of  this passage is comparatively much bigger  for  [ʃ]  than that for [S] and [Z] . In the 

production of this phoneme the vocal folds are wide apart and play no role in articulating  

this  speech  sound. Therefore, this consonant is voiceless. The examples are „ػاخ‟ [ʃx] 

„horn‟, „ًثغ‟ [ʃ] „corner‟ and „عؼق‟ [ʔʃ] „love‟.           

Phonetic description of [ʃ]:      

fortis, voiceless,  post-alveolar,  oral,  fricative 

(v) Post-alveolar lenis fricatives [ʒ]  

   

            For the production of this post alveolar fricative, the tongue touches the roof of the 

mouth so that the blade of the tongue is pressed against an area between the alveolar ridge 

and the hard palate, and the tip of the tongue is in contact with the lower front gums and the 

air escapes through the narrow passage formed along the center of the tongue. The width 

and depth of this passage is comparatively much bigger for this fricative than that for [S] 

and [Z]. The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound. Therefore, this consonant is fully voiced. The fricative [ʒ] occurs in 

initial position, between two voiced speech sounds, and in final position, as in „ٍژّلیذ‟ 

[ʒulide] „disheveled‟, „ٍهژ‟ [mɔʒe] „eyelash‟ and „دژ‟ [deʒ] „fortress‟. 
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Phonetic description of [ʒ]:  

lenis, voiced, oral, post-alveolar, fricative 

 

(vi) Uvular fortis fricatives [x]                                                                                                                                                                                                             

             For this fricative consonant to be produced, the back part of the tongue, or dorsum, 

gets close to the uvula to make a narrow passage. At the same time, the soft palate is raised 

to block the way to the nasal cavity. The air escapes through the passage formed at the back 

of the mouth, causing turbulence. Having passed through the passage, the air flows over the 

tongue and escapes out of the oral cavity. In the production of this consonant the vocal folds 

are wide apart and play no role in articulating this speech sound. Therefore, this consonant 

is voiceless. The examples are „خْاب‟ [xb] „sleep‟, „طخي‟ [ɔx] „speech‟ and „ػاخ‟ [ʃx] 

„horn‟.            

Phonetic description of [x]:     

fortis, voiceless,  oral,  uvular,  fricative 

 

 (viii)       Uvular lenis fricative []    

            In articulating the fricative [], the dorsum gets close to the uvula to make a narrow 

passage for the air. Simultaneously, the soft palate is raised to block the way to the nasal 

cavity.  The airflow is constricted through the narrow passage between the back of the 

tongue and the uvula, causing turbulence. Having passed through the passage, the air flows 

over the tongue and escapes out of the oral cavity. The vocal folds are in vibration position 

to produce voice during the articulation of this speech sound; therefore, this consonant is 

fully voiced. The use of this consonant is very limited in the Persian language. It appears 

between voiced speech sounds. The examples are „آقا‟ [] „Mister‟ and „هغلْب‟ [mælb] 

„defeated‟. 
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Phonetic description of []:      

lenis, voiced, oral, uvular, fricative 

 

(ix)       Glottal fortis fricative [h]   

            The articulators involved in the production of this consonant are the vocal folds. The 

edges of the vocal folds are brought together so that a narrowing is produced between the 

vocal folds. The way to the nasal cavity is closed by the soft palate. When the airflow rushes 

through this narrow passage a hissing sound is heard. This hissing sound is one of the 

Persian fricative consonants. During the production of this consonant, no voice is produced 

by the vocal folds. Therefore, [h] is a voiceless consonant.  

 

            This consonant has the quality of the vowel that follows it. For example, in the word 

 all‟, [h] is followed by [æ]. The tongue, jaw, and lip positions for the vowel„ [hæme] ‟ُوَ„

are all produced simultaneously with [h], so that this consonant has the quality of [æ]. When 

[h] is followed by the other vowels such as [e], [i], and [u], it has the quality of those 

vowels. With regard to this special quality of the consonant [h], it is generally said that it is 

phonetically a voiceless vowel. But, phonologically it is considered a consonant since in a 

syllable it occurs beside a vowel. The examples are „حاهی‟ [hmi] „supporter‟, „ظاُز‟ [zher] 

„appearance‟ and „ّاظح‟ [vzeh] „clear‟. 

Phonetic description of [h]:     

voiceless, oral, glottal, fricative 
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(x)       Glottal lenis fricative []    

            This glottal fricative is articulated with the vocal folds. For this to happen, the edges 

of the vocal folds are brought together so that a narrowing is formed between them. When 

the airflow rushes through this narrow passage, a simultaneous weak hissing sound and 

voice is produced, so [] is called a breathy voice. During the production of this speech 

sound, the way to the nasal cavity is closed by the soft palate. This consonant appears 

between two voiced speech sounds as in the examples „پزُیش‟ [pæriz] „abstaining‟ and „ساُذ‟ 

[zed] „pious‟. 

Phonetic description of []:   

voiced, oral,  glottal,  fricative 

 

2.2.1.3       Affricates   

              

            Affricates are rather complex consonants. They begin as plosives and end as 

fricatives. Although each affricate consists of two separate speech sounds, it is regarded as a 

single consonant.  For the articulation of these consonants the blade of the tongue is pressed 

against somewhere between the alveolar ridge and the hard palate to block the air flow, and 

then instead of a sudden release like what we have for the plosives, there is a plosion in the 

beginning which  is  continued  with friction  noise. For this to happen, the  release  takes  

place in two phases:  first, the  front  part of the blade of  the tongue is departed  from its  

position and a plosion occurs; then  the rest of  the  compressed air  escapes,  under pressure  

but gradually, through the passage along the center of the tongue to produce friction noise. 

So, none of the components of the two affricates in Persian are produced in the way that 

they are produced as single consonants. During the production of the affricates, the way to 

the nasal cavity is closed by the soft palate. The Persian affricates can appear at the 

beginning, within, and at the end of a word.      
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(i)       Post-alveolar fortis affricate [ʧ]   

            During the articulation of this affricate, the glottis is wide open, and no voice is 

produced. Therefore, it is a voiceless consonant. [ʧ] is slightly aspirated at the beginning of 

stressed syllables. It occurs in initial, medial and final position, as in the examples „چای‟ 

[ʧaj] „tea‟, „آچار‟ [ʔʧr] „wrench‟ and „قاچ‟ [qʧ] „slice‟. 

Phonetic description of [ʧ]:   

fortis,  voiceless,  oral, post-alveolar,  affricate 

 

(ii)       Post-alveolar lenis affricates [ʤ, ʤ ]               

            For these consonants to be articulated, the blade of the tongue is pressed against 

somewhere at the border of the alveolar ridge and the hard palate to block the air flow, and 

then instead of a sudden release, there is a small plosion, which is continued with a slight 

friction noise. The plosion and the friction noise are weaker than that for the affricate [ʧ] 

since some part of the air is used for producing vibration.  

 

[ʤ]                  

            During the production of this consonant, the vocal folds are vibrating and producing 

voice. Therefore, it is fully voiced. It occurs between two voiced speech sounds, as in the 

examples „هجاس‟ [mɔʤz] „permitted‟ and „َگٌج‟ [gænʤe] „cupboard‟.  

Phonetic description of [ʤ]:  

lenis,  voiced,  oral, post-alveolar,  affricate 

[ʤ ]    

           This affricate consonant occurs in initial and final position as well as in medial 

position adjacent to a voiceless consonant. Voice is produced by the vocal folds during the 
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first or second half of the production of the sound, depending on the position in which it  

occurs. Therefore, there is no thorough vibration. The examples are „جْراب‟[ʤ urb] „socks‟, 

              .‟mosque„ [mæʤ] ‟هظجذ„ treasure‟ and„ [gænʤ] ‟گٌجَ„

Phonetic description of [ʤ ]:   

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, post-alveolar, affricate 

 

2.2.1.4       Nasals                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

             

            These nasals are produced when the velum is lowered, allowing air to escape freely 

through the nose. The oral cavity still acts as a resonance chamber for the sound, but the air 

does not escape through the mouth as it is blocked by the tongue touching some other 

articulators in the oral cavity. Thus it is not the nose itself that differentiates between the 

nasal consonants, but rather the tongue‟s articulation, as in the oral plosives. Nasal 

consonants can be found in initial, medial and final position as in the examples „ًن‟ [næm] 

„wetness‟, „اهي‟ [æmn] „safe‟ and „ًوذ‟ [næmæd]  „felt carpet‟.  

 (i)       Bilabial lenis nasals [m, m]   

            For the articulation of the nasals, the upper and lower lips are pressed together to 

prevent the air from passing through the oral cavity. At the same time, the soft palate is 

lowered to allow the air to escape through the nasal cavity.                                                                                                                         

 

[m]   

           The vocal folds are in vibration position to produce voice during the articulation of 

this speech sound; therefore, this consonant is fully voiced. The nasal [m] occurs in initial 

position, between two voiced speech sounds and in final position after a voiced speech 

sound, as in „هزد‟ [mærd] „man‟, „سهاى‟ [zæmn] „time‟ and „رهش‟ [ræzm] „fight‟. 
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Phonetic description of [m]:   

lenis, voiced, bilabial, nasal 

 

 [m]   

           During the articulation of this bilabial nasal, the glottis is wide open, and no voice is 

produced. Therefore, it is fully devoiced. It occurs in final position, succeeding voiceless 

consonants, as in the examples „حتن‟ [hætm] „certain‟, „اطن‟ [ʔesm] „name‟ and „رطن‟[ræm ] 

„tradition‟. 

Phonetic description of [m ]:   

lenis, devoiced, bilabial, nasal 

 

(ii)       Labio-dental lenis nasal []     

            In producing [] the lower lip is pressed against the upper teeth to block the way to 

prevent the air from escaping the oral cavity. During the production of this consonant, the 

vocal folds vibrate to produce voice. The air which is blocked by the labio-dental closure 

escapes through the nasal cavity. This consonant occurs before labio-dental consonants. The 

examples are „اًفصال‟ [ʔefesl] „dismissal‟ and „اهْال‟ [ʔævl] „property‟.  

Phonetic description of []:     

lenis, voiced, labio-dental, nasal 

 

(iii)       Dental-alveolar lenis nasal [›]  

            For this nasal to be produced, the blade of the tongue is pressed against the alveolar 

ridge and the tongue tip touches the upper front teeth to make a complete blockage. As a 

result of this blockage the air passes through the nose. This consonant occurs before [T] and 

[D] as in the examples „صٌذلی‟ [sæn›Dæli] „chair‟ and „اًتِا‟ [ʔen›teh] „end‟. 
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Phonetic description of [›]:  

lenis, voiced, dental-alveolar, nasal                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

(iv)       Alveolar lenis nasals [, ]                         

            For these nasals to be produced, the blade of the tongue touches the front part of the 

alveolar ridge and prevents the air from escaping through the nasal cavity. At the same time, 

the soft palate is lowered to allow the air to pass through the nasal cavity.  

 

 []   

            During the articulation of this alveolar nasal, the vocal folds are in vibration 

position. Therefore, it is fully voiced. It occurs in initial position between two voiced speech 

sounds, and in final position following a voiced speech sound as in the examples „ًام‟ [m] 

„name‟, „آًاى‟ [ʔ] „they‟, „طٌا‟ [sæ] „light‟,  „اسًا‟ [æ] „a city‟ and „ّسى‟ [væ] 

„weight‟. 

Phonetic description of []:   

lenis, voiced, alveolar, nasal 

 []   

          This nasal consonant occurs in final position following a voiceless speech sound. The 

examples are „جؼي‟ [ʤʃ] „festive‟ and „هتي‟ [mt] „text‟. 

Phonetic description of []:   

lenis, devoiced, alveolar, nasal 

(v)       Post-alveolar lenis nasals [ṉ]       

            For the production of this post alveolar nasal, the tongue touches the roof of the 

mouth in a way that the blade of the tongue is pressed against an area between the alveolar 
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ridge and the hard palate. The tip of the tongue is in contact with the lower front gum. It 

occurs before [ʃ], [ʒ], [ʧ] and [ʤ]. The examples are „اًؼا‟ [ʔenʃ̱] „composition‟, „آًژیي‟ 

[ʔṉʒn] „sore throat‟, „پٌچز‟ [pænʧ̱ær] „flat‟ and „اًجام‟ [ʔænʤ̱m] „fulfillment‟. 

Phonetic description of [n]̱:   

lenis, voiced, post-alveolar, nasal 

(vi)       Palatal lenis nasal []          

             For this nasal to be produced, the closure is formed in the center of the hard palate, 

in a way that the front of the tongue is raised and pressed against the highest curved part of 

the hard palate. During the production of this palatal nasal, the way to the  nasal  cavity  is 

open, and the air escapes through the nose.  This consonant occurs before [c] and [ɟ]; for 

example, „َپٌک‟ [pce] „fan‟ and „طٌگیي‟ [sæɟn] „heavy‟. 

Phonetic description of []:  

lenis, voiced, palatal, nasal 

 

 (vii)       Velar lenis nasal []   

            In the production of this nasal,  the closure is formed between the back of the tongue 

and  the soft palate, to prevent the air from escaping through the oral cavity. The point of 

closure will depend on the type of vowel it precedes, for example the contact is more back 

before back vowels.  The soft palate keeps the way to the nasal cavity open, so that the air 

can escape through the nose. This consonant is produced when [] occurs before k and g; for 

example, „اًکار‟ [ʔekr] „denial‟ and „اًگْر‟ [ʔægur] „grape‟. This nasal consonant appears 

only in medial position.  

Phonetic description of []:   

lenis, voiced, velar, nasal                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
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(viii)       Uvular lenis nasal []   

            The back of the tongue and the uvula join in order to produce this speech sound. For 

this to happen, the  extreme  back  part  of  the  tongue is  raised to touch the  extreme back 

part of  the soft  palate in order to block the way to the oral cavity. At the same time, the 

velum is lowered to open the way to the nasal cavity. The air which is blocked in the oral 

cavity, escapes through the nose. This consonant occurs before [χ] and [q] as in the examples 

 .‟movable„ [mæqul] ‟هٌقْل„ ,‟funds„ [tæh] ‟تٌخْاٍ„

Phonetic description of []:   

lenis, voiced, uvular, nasal 

 

2.2.1.5       Laterals [l,  l ,  l]   

            The laterals are consonants produced with a closure made by the tip of the tongue 

and the alveolar ridge, while air from the lungs escapes at one side or both sides of the 

tongue. To produce these laterals, the front of the tongue is raised. They have a quality 

similar to the clear [l] in English. The way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. 

The Persian laterals can be found in initial, medial and final position.  

 

[l]   

            During the articulation of this alveolar lateral, the vocal folds are in vibration 

position. Therefore it is fully voiced. It occurs between two voiced speech sounds, as in the 

examples „َتل‟ [bæle] „yes‟ and „هظلْم‟ [mæzlum] „oppressed‟. 

Phonetic description of [l]:  

clear, lenis, voiced, oral, alveolar, lateral 
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[l ]  

          This lateral consonant occurs in initial as well as final position following a voiced 

speech sound. Voice is produced just for the first or second part of this speech sound. The 

examples are „لة‟ [l æb]  „lip‟ and „عشل‟ [ʔæzl ] „dismiss‟. 

Phonetic description of  [l ]:  

clear, lenis, partly devoiced, oral, alveolar, lateral                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  [l]         

           During the articulation of this alveolar lateral, the vocal folds are wide apart and it is 

fully devoiced. It occurs in final position following voiceless consonants, as in the examples 

 .‟as, like„ [mesl] ‟هثل„ bucket‟ and„ [sætl] ‟ططل„

Phonetic description of [l]:  

clear, lenis, devoiced, oral, alveolar, lateral 

 

2.2.1.6       Trills [r, r, r ]          

             

            These consonants are produced by the tongue and the alveolar ridge. The tip of the 

tongue touches the alveolar ridge to create an intermittent closure. The touch is so soft that 

the air flow can pass through with a little pressure. In the articulation of these trills, the 

tongue is held constant against the alveolar ridge, where the air stream causes the tip of the 

tongue to vibrate in two or three periods. During the articulation of these consonants, the 

way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. The Persian trills can be found in 

initial, medial and final position. 
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[r]   

            During the production of this speech sound, the vocal folds are in vibration position; 

therefore it is fully voiced. This consonant is fully voiced when occurring between voiced 

sounds, as the examples „کارهٌذ‟ [krmænd] „clerk‟ and „هزیذ‟ [mɔrd] „disciple‟. 

Phonetic description of [r]:  

lenis, voiced, oral, alveolar, trill 

 

 [r ]   

            This trill consonant occurs in initial position as well as in final position after a 

voiced speech sound. As the voice produced by the vocal folds accompanies either the first 

or  the last part of  this speech sound, it  is partly devoiced. The examples are „راحت‟ [r 

hæt] „comfortable‟ and „تذر‟ [bæzr ] „seed‟. 

Phonetic description of [r ]: 

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, alveolar, trill 

 [r ]   

            During the articulation of this alveolar trill, the vocal folds are wide apart, and no 

voice is produced. Therefore, it is fully devoiced. This consonant is also accompanied by a 

little friction noise. It occurs in final position, succeeding voiceless consonants, as in the 

examples „کظز‟ [kæsr] „fraction‟ and „حفز‟ [hæfr] „digging‟. 

Phonetic description of [r ]: 

lenis, devoiced, oral, alveolar, trill 
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2.2.1.7       Flap []  

            This speech sound appears in intervocalic position and it is articulated with a single 

contraction of the muscles, so that the tip of the tongue briefly strikes the alveolar ridge.  

During the production of this consonant, the way to the nasal cavity is closed and the vocal 

folds are in vibration position.  The examples are „تاراى‟ [bn] „rain‟ and „عزّص‟ [ʔæus] 

„bride‟.  

Phonetic description of []: 

lenis, oral, alveolar, flap 

 

2.2.1.8   Approximants [j , j , j ]   

            Approximants are speech sounds that could be regarded as intermediate between 

vowels and consonants. In the articulation of approximants, the articulatory organs produce 

a narrowing of the vocal tract, but leave enough space for air to flow without much audible 

turbulence. Approximants are more open than fricatives.                                         

            In the articulation of these approximants, the front part of the tongue and the hard 

palate produce  a  narrow  passage,  so  that  there  is  enough  space for air  to flow  without  

much audible friction. From the phonetic point of view, the articulation of these consonants 

is the same as that of the front close vowel [i], but the length is shorter. During the 

articulation of these consonants, the soft palate blocks the way to the nasal cavity. These 

consonants can be found in initial, medial and final position. 

  

[j] 

            During the production of this speech sound, the vocal folds are in vibration position, 

therefore it is fully voiced. This approximant occurs in initial position and after voiced 

sounds, as in the examples „یاری‟ [jri] „help‟ and „هذیْى‟ [mædjun] „debtor‟. 
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Phonetic description of [j]: 

lenis, voiced, oral, palatal, approximant 

 

[ j ]  

            This approximant occurs after voiceless fricatives in medial position. The voice 

produced by the vocal folds accompanies just the last part of this speech sound; therefore  it  

is  partly  devoiced. The  examples  are „تظیار‟  [bsj r]  „a lot‟,  and  „اػیاء‟  

[ʔæʃj ʔ] „things‟.  

Phonetic description of [ j ]: 

lenis, partly devoiced, oral, palatal, approximant 

[j ] 

            During the articulation of this palatal approximant, the glottis is wide open, and no 

voice is produced. It occurs after accented [p, t, k, h] and in final position succeeding 

voiceless consonants, as in the examples „عطیاى‟ [ʔætjn] „bringing‟, „ًفی‟ [næfj ] „deny‟ and 

 .‟policy„ [æʃj ] ‟هؼی„

Phonetic description of [j ]:  

lenis, devoiced, oral,  palatal, approximant 

 

 

 

2.2.2       Persian vowel sounds 

 

 

            The description given for the Persian vowels are based on the following. 

 

 (i)       Tongue height 

           Tongue height refers to the vertical position of the tongue relative to the roof of the 

mouth. In closed vowels, such as [i], the tongue is positioned high in the mouth whereas in 
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open vowels, such as [] the tongue is positioned low in the mouth, and in mid vowels such 

as [e], the tongue position is somewhere between these two.   

 

(ii)       Backness  

            Backness refers to the horizontal tongue position during the articulation of a vowel 

relative to the back of the mouth. In front vowels, such as [i], the tongue is positioned 

forward in the mouth, whereas in back vowels, such as [u], the tongue is positioned towards 

the back of the mouth, and in central vowels the tongue is positioned somewhere between 

these two.      

 

 (iii)       Roundedness 

             Roundedness refers to whether the lips are rounded or not. In a rounded vowel, 

such as [], the corners of the lips are brought towards each other and the lips are pushed 

forward, whereas in spread vowels, such as [i], the corners of the lips are moved away from 

each other. 

 

 

 

(iv)       Nasalization 

             Nasalization refers to whether some of the air escapes through the nose. In nasal 

vowels, the velum is lowered, and some air travels through the nasal cavity as well as the 

mouth. 

 

(v) Phonation 

 

            Phonation or voicing describes whether the vocal folds are vibrating during the 

articulation of a vowel. 
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(vi) Length 

 

            Length refers to the duration of a vowel sound. For instance, a vowel with less than 

normal duration is named extra short, whereas a vowel with more than normal duration is 

named long. Other terms such as slightly long, short and reduced are also used to define 

the Persian vowels.  

 

 

2.2.2.1     Vowels 

 

            The Persian language phonetically has 32 pure vowels, which are divided into 6 

groups according to their place of articulation, that is frontness and backness, as well as the 

tongue‟s height, which  is close, mid and open.¹ 

            The air stream mechanism used in the articulation of all Persian vowels is „pulmonic 

egressive‟, in which the air stream is created by the lungs and exhaled through either the 

mouth or the mouth and nose at the same time.  

 

The Persian pure vowels are illustrated in the following phonetic chart. 

 

                           Front                                  Central                                 Back 

                Close                        

                                               [,,, , , ]                    [,,,,]              

                      

 

                          Close-mid 

       

                                                     [,,,,]                     [ɔ,ɔ,ɔ,ɔ,ɔ]      ɔ 

         
                                        Open-mid 

            
                                                                  æ                                                                          
                                                                    [,,,,]   [,,,,,]   
                                                        Open                                                                                               

                                                                                      Figure 2.1 

                                                                                      Persian Vowels 

 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
¹These phonetic vowels are different realizations of 6 vowel phonemes in the Persian language. 
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 (i)       Front close vowels [, , ,  ,  ,  ] 
 
 

            For the production of these vowels, the front part of the tongue is positioned high, 

close to the roof of the mouth, without creating a constriction that would be classified as a 

consonant. During the production of these vowels, the lips are spread and the tongue is 

tense. 

  

[]  

           During the production of this long vowel the vocal folds are in vibration position and 

the way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. This vowel occurs before final 

consonant clusters as the examples „تیظت‟ [] „twenty‟ and „تیخت‟ [x] „sifted‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, long, spread, front, close, vowel 

 

 []  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds are producing voice and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „تیذ‟ [] „willow‟ and „خیش‟ [x] „leap‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, spread, front, close, vowel 

 

[]    

            This vowel occurs in final position as well as before voiceless consonants. In the 

production of this vowel, the nasal cavity is closed and the vocal folds are in vibration 

position. For example, „خیض‟ [x] „wet‟, „ًیغ‟ [ʃ] „sting‟ and „طی‟ []„thirty‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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Phonetic description of []:   

voiced, oral, reduced, spread, front, close, vowel 

 

[  ]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before the consonant []. The way to the 

nasal cavity is blocked and the vocal folds are in vibration position. The examples are „  ‟ًیاس

[] „need‟ and „خیال‟ [x ] „fancy‟.           

Phonetic description of [  ]: 

voiced, oral, extra short, spread, front, close, vowel    

 

[  ] 

            This vowel occurs before and after nasal consonants. During the production of    [  ], 

the velum is lowered to open the way to the nasal cavity, and the air is allowed to escape 

simultaneously through oral and nasal cavities. The vocal folds vibrate to produce voice. 

The examples are „سیي‟ [ʔ ] „this‟, „هیش‟ [m ] „table‟ and „هیي‟ [m ] „mine‟. 

Phonetic description of [ ]: 

voiced, nasalized, spread, front, close, vowel   

 

 [  ]  

            This vowel occurs after aspirated consonants. The first part of the vowel is devoiced. 

The velum is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity. The examples are „پیغ‟ [p ʃ] 

„beside‟ and „تیز‟ [t ] „bullet‟. 

Phonetic description of [  ]: 

partly devoiced, oral, spread, front, close, vowel  
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(ii)       Front mid vowels [, , ,  , ] 

            For the production of these vowels, the front part of the tongue is positioned 

somewhere between close-mid and open-mid, but comparatively, it is nearer to close-mid. 

During the production of these vowels, the lips are slightly spread. 

 

[]  

          During the production of this long vowel, the vocal folds are in vibration position and 

the way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. This vowel occurs before final 

consonant clusters, as the examples „جظن‟ [ʤm] „body‟ and „َػث‟ [ʃ] „likeness‟.  

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, long, slightly spread, front, mid, vowel 

[]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds are producing voice and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „قاتط‟ [] „astringent‟ and „ػاهل‟ 

[ʃm] „inclusive‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, slightly spread, front, mid, vowel 

 

[]  

            This vowel occurs before voiceless consonants as well as in final position before 

pause. To produce this vowel, the nasal cavity is closed and the vocal folds are in vibration 

position as in the examples „ٍْجی‟ [ʤ] „mercury‟ and „تاتغ‟ [ʃ] „radiation ‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Phonetic description of []:   

voiced, oral, reduced, slightly spread, front, mid, vowel 
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[  ]  

            This vowel occurs before and after nasal consonants. During the production of [], 

the velum is lowered to open the way to the nasal cavity, and the air is allowed to escape 

simultaneously through oral and nasal cavity. The vocal folds are producing voice as well. 

The examples are „ػي‟ [ʃ] „sand‟ and „هِز‟ [m] „kindness‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, nasalized, slightly spread, front, mid, vowel   

 

[]  

            This vowel occurs just after aspirated consonants, so that the first part of the vowel 

is devoiced. The velum is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity. The examples are 

[ʔʃ] “army” and [] “repetition”. 

Phonetic description of []: 

partly devoiced, oral, slightly spread, front, mid, vowel   

 

(iii) Front open vowels [, , , , ]  

            For the production of these vowels the front part of the tongue is slightly raised to a 

position somewhere between open and open-mid.  During the production of these vowels 

the lips are almost neutral.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

[]  

           During the production of this vowel, which is the longest in the group, the vocal folds 

are in vibration position and the way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. This 

vowel occurs before final consonant clusters as in the examples „دطت‟ [] „hand‟ and 

 .‟fortune„ [x] ‟تخت„
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Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, long, almost neutral, front (nearer to the central), open, vowel 

  

[]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds are producing voice and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „تذ‟ [] „bad‟ and „خش‟ [x] „fur‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, almost neutral, front (nearer to the central), open, vowel 

 

[]  

            This vowel occurs before voiceless consonants as well as in final position before 

pause. To produce this vowel, the nasal cavity is blocked by the velum and the vocal folds 

are in vibration position as in the examples „ّ‟ [] „and‟ and „ًظة‟ [] „install‟. 

Phonetic description of []:  

voiced, oral, reduced, almost neutral, front(nearer to the central), open, vowel 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 []  

            This vowel occurs before and after nasal consonants. During the production of [ ], 

the velum  is  lowered  to open  the way  to  the  nasal  cavity, and  the air  is  allowed  to  

escape through the oral and nasal cavities simultaneously. The vocal folds vibrate to 

produce voice. The examples are „هي‟ [m ] „I, me‟ and „ًظن‟ [m] „discipline‟. 

Phonetic description of [ ]: 

voiced, nasalized, almost neutral, front(nearer to the central), open, vowel   
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[]  

            This vowel occurs immediately after aspirated consonants. The aspiration devoices 

the first part of this vowel. The velum is pulled up to block the way to the nasal cavity. The 

examples are „تعویز‟ [tʔm] „repair‟ and „پِي‟ [p ] „wide‟. 

Phonetic description of [ ]: 

partly devoiced, oral, almost neutral, front(nearer to the central), open, vowel   

 

(iv)       Back open vowels [, , ,  , ]  

            These vowels are produced with the back part of the tongue slightly raised and 

positioned low, somewhere between open-mid and open but comparatively, they are much 

more open. During the production of these vowels, the lips are moderately rounded. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 []   

          During the production of this vowel, the vocal folds are in vibration position and the 

way to the nasal cavity is closed by the soft palate. This vowel occurs before final consonant 

clusters, as the examples „هاطت‟ [m] „yogurt‟ and „کارد‟ [] „knife‟.  

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, long, moderately rounded, back, open, vowel 

 

[]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds are producing voice and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „تاد‟ [] „wind‟ and „راس‟ [] „mystery‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, moderately rounded, back, open, vowel 
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[]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than the two aforementioned vowels, occurs before 

voiceless consonants as well as in final position. During the production of this vowel the 

nasal cavity is closed and the vocal folds are in vibration position, as in the examples „هات‟ 

[m] „checkmate‟, „تاص‟ [] „bald‟ and „رطا‟ [] „audible‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, reduced, moderately rounded, back, open, vowel 

 

[]           

            This vowel occurs before and after nasal consonants. During the production of [ ], 

the velum is lowered to open the way to the nasal cavity, and the air is allowed to escape 

simultaneously through the oral and nasal cavities. The vocal folds vibrate to produce voice. 

The examples are „ًاى‟ [] „bread‟, „هار‟ [m] „snake‟ and „دُاى‟ [d ] „mouth‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, nasalized, moderately rounded, back, open, vowel   

  

[]    

            The vowel [] occurs just after aspirated consonants, and the first part of the vowel 

is devoiced. The soft palate is raised to block the way to the nasal cavity. The examples are 

 .‟cord„ [] ‟تار„ clean‟ and„ [k] ‟پاک„

Phonetic description of []: 

partly devoiced, oral, moderately rounded, back, open, vowel   

(v)       Back mid vowels [ɔ,ɔ, ɔ, ɔ, ɔ ] 

            For the articulation of these vowels, the back part of the tongue is raised and 

positioned somewhere between close-mid and open-mid, but comparatively they are much 
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nearer to close-mid. During the production of these vowels, the lips are fully rounded and 

they are pushed forward but not as much as it is for []. 

 

 [ɔ]  

           During the production of this vowel, the vocal folds are in vibration position and the 

way to the nasal cavity is blocked by the soft palate. The articulation of this speech sound 

has the longest duration in the group. This vowel occurs before final consonant clusters as in 

the examples „دسد‟ [ɔ] „thief‟ and„تِت‟ [ɔh] „consternation‟. 

Phonetic description of [ɔ]: 

voiced, oral, long, fully rounded, back, mid, vowel 

 

 [ɔ]  

            This vowel, which is shorter than [ɔ], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds vibrate to produce voice and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „ػذ‟ [ʃɔ] „became‟ and „تش‟ [ɔ] „goat‟. 

Phonetic description of [ɔ]: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, fully rounded, back, mid, vowel 

 

 [ɔ]  

            This vowel occurs before voiceless consonants as well as in final position. During 

the production of this speech sound, the nasal cavity is closed and the vocal folds are in 

vibration position, as in the examples „ْت‟ [tɔ] „you‟ and „پتک‟ [pɔt] „sledge‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Phonetic description of [ɔ]: 

voiced, oral, reduced, fully rounded, back, mid, vowel 
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 [ ɔ  ]  

          This vowel occurs before or after nasal consonants. During the production of [ɔ ], the 

soft  palate is  lowered to open  the way to  the nasal  cavity, and the  air is  allowed to 

escape simultaneously through oral and nasal cavity. At the same time, the vocal folds 

vibrate to produce voice. The examples are „ًَ‟ [ɔ  ] „nine‟, „تي‟ [tɔ ] „tuna‟. 

Phonetic description of [ɔ ]: 

voiced, nasalized, fully rounded, back, mid, vowel   

 

[ ɔ  ]  

            This vowel occurs after aspirated consonants; therefore, the first part of the vowel is 

devoiced. During the articulation of this speech sound, the soft palate keeps the way to the 

nasal cavity closed. The examples are „پز‟ [pɔ ] „full‟ and „کٌذ‟ [kɔ ] „dull‟. 

Phonetic description of [ɔ ]: 

partly devoiced, oral, fully rounded, back, mid, vowel   

 

(vi)       Back close vowels [, , ,   , ] 
 

 

            These vowels are produced with the back part of the tongue positioned high, close to 

the roof of the mouth. During the production of these vowels, the lips are rounded and 

pushed forward, and the tongue is tense. 

 

[] 

            During the production of this vowel, the vocal folds are in vibration position and the 

way to the nasal cavity is closed. This vowel occurs before final consonant clusters, as in the 

examples „دّخت‟ [xt] „sewing ‟ and „گْػت‟ [gʃt] „meat‟.  
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Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral,  long, rounded, back, close, tense vowel 

 

[ ]  

              This vowel, which is shorter than [], occurs before final voiced consonants. The 

vocal folds are in vibration position and the nasal cavity is closed by the velum during the 

production of this vowel. The examples are „کْر‟ [] „blind‟ and „رّس‟ [] „day‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

voiced, oral, slightly long, rounded, back, close, tense vowel 

 

[]  

            This vowel occurs before voiceless consonants as well as in final position. During 

the production of this vowel, the nasal cavity is closed and the vocal folds are in vibration 

position, as in the examples „گْع‟ [gʃ] „ear‟ and „ْت‟ [b] „smell‟.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Phonetic description of []:  

voiced, oral, reduced, rounded, back, close, tense vowel 

 

[]  

            This vowel occurs before and after nasal consonants. During the production of [ ], 

the velum is lowered to open the way to the nasal cavity, and the air is allowed to escape 

through the oral and nasal cavities at the same time. The vocal folds are in vibration 

position. The examples are „خْى‟ [x] „blood‟ and „هْع‟ [mʃ] „mouse‟. 

Phonetic description of [ ]: 

voiced, nasalized, rounded, back, close, tense vowel   
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 []  

          This vowel occurs after aspirated consonants, and the first part of the vowel is 

devoiced. During the articulation of [], the velum keeps the way to the nasal cavity closed. 

The examples are „تْر‟ [tr] „net‟ and „پْل‟ [] „money‟. 

Phonetic description of []: 

partly devoiced, oral, rounded, back, close, tense vowel   

 

2.2.2.2       Diphthongs  

 

            The Persian language has six diphthongs, which are divided into two groups. The 

first group which consists of five members: [, æ, , ɔ, ] and the second group which has 

only one member: [ɔ]. The first vowel of these diphthongs is longer and stronger than the 

second one. The common characteristic of Persian diphthongs is that they are all narrowing. 

The movement of the tongue is from a relatively more open vowel to a relatively closer one.   

 

The Persian diphthongs are represented in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

  Front                                     Central                                    Back 

Close 

                                                          []                                 

                      

 

  Close-mid                                                                               [ɔ] 

[ɔ]                                                                                             []                                          

                                                                                               ɔ 

                                    [æ] 
                Open-mid 

            
                                               æ                     []                                                                           
                                      Open                                               

                                                                                      

Figure 2.2                                                           

Persian diphthongs                                                           
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 []  

            This diphthong begins with the tongue and the other articulators in the position of 

producing [], then the tongue moves upward to the position of producing [], but the 

movement is not completed. The second vowel of this diphthong is weaker and shorter, and 

the lips are more spread at the end of the articulation. [] occur in medial and final position. 

The examples are „ًی‟ [] „reed‟ and „هیل‟ []„will‟. 

                                                                                                                                                             

                                             []    

                                                             [] 

 

 

 [æ] 

            At the beginning of the production of this diphthong, the tongue and the other 

articulators are in the position of producing [æ]. Then the tongue is raised to the position of 

producing [], but the second vowel of this diphthong is shorter and weaker. The lips are 

more spread at the end of the articulation, in comparison with the starting point. The 

examples are „صیاد‟ [æ] „hunter‟, „قین‟ [æ] „guardian‟ and „طعی‟ [æ] „effort‟. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                               [] 

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                          [æ]                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                              

 

 []  
 

            This diphthong begins with the articulators in the position of producing [], then the 

tongue moves up and forward to the position of producing [], but this movement is not 
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completed. Along with the glide of the tongue, there is a spreading movement of the lips. 

The second vowel of this diphthong is not as close and front as [] and the lips are not as 

spread as [] as a pure vowel. It occurs in medial and final positions.  The examples are „پای‟ 

[] „leg‟ and „رایگاى‟ [] „free‟. 

 

            This diphthong is shortened when it occurs before voiceless consonants as in the 

examples „ّایظا‟ [vs] „stop‟ and „چای طاس‟ [ʧsz] „tea maker‟. 

 
                                             [] 
 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                        [] 

 

[ɔ]   
 

            The diphthong [ɔ] begins with the articulators in the position of producing [ɔ], then 

the tongue moves up and forward to the position of producing [], but this movement is not 

completed. Along with the glide of the tongue, there is a spreading movement of the lips. 

The second vowel of this diphthong is not as close and front as [] and the lips are not as 

spread as [] as a pure vowel. The use of this diphthong is very limited. The examples are 

 .‟hey„ [ɔ] ‟ُْی„ a city‟ and„ [xɔ] ‟خْی„

          
 

                                              [] 

                                                                                                                [ɔ] 
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[]  
 

              This diphthong begins with the articulators in the position of producing [], then the 

tongue moves to the position of producing [], but the movement is not completed. The 

second vowel of this diphthong is not as close and front as [], and the lips are not as spread 

as [] as a pure vowel. The examples are „هْی‟ [] „hair‟ and „جْی‟ [ʤ] „brook‟. 

            This diphthong is shortened when it occurs before voiceless consonants as the 

examples „رّیکزد‟ [rkærd] „procedure‟ and „َگْیچ‟ [gʧ] „blood cell‟. 

 

 
                                                                                                         

                                                       []                                                   [] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 [ɔ]  

 

            This diphthong begins with the articulators in the position of producing [ɔ], then the 

tongue moves upward to the position of producing [], but this movement is not completed. 

Along with the glide of the tongue, the lips change from open rounded to close rounded. 

The second vowel of this diphthong is not as close and back as [] and the lips are not as 

round as [] as a pure vowel.  The examples are „ًْ‟ [ɔ] „new‟ and „َُْل‟ [ɔ] „towel‟. 

            This diphthong is shortened when it occurs before voiceless consonants as the 

examples „ُْچی‟ [ɔʧ] „rumor monger‟ and „رّػي‟ [rɔʃæn] „light‟. 

 

                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                   [] 

 

                                                                                                               [ɔ] 
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2.3       The Persian Phonological System 

2.3.1       Persian Consonant Phonemes  

            The Persian language consists of 23 consonant phonemes. The Persian consonant 

phonemes are represented in the following table. Examples are given for each of the 

phonemes in the form of minimal pairs. 

 

 

 
                             bilabial   labio-    dental-  alveolar  post-      palatal  velar  uvular   glottal 
                                                      dental   alveolar                alveolar 
              fortis       p                                                  k                              

plosives                                                                                                  q              ʔ                                 

                      lenis      b                   d                               g        

                                                                                                                         

             

                     fortis                  f         s                   ʃ                                          

fricatives                                                                                                    h 

                    lenis                  v         z                   ʒ                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                

                     fortis                                               ʧ 
affricates 

                      lenis                                              ʤ                                                                                                

   

nasals           lenis     m                  n                                             
                                                                                                       
laterals        lenis                        l                                                                                                                 

 

trills               lenis                                          r  

 
approximants   lenis                                                                    j 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

 

 

Examples 

 

/p , b/    „پاک‟    /p/       „clean‟       -          „تاک‟     / b/     „fear‟ 

/t , d/     „تزک‟   /tærk/    ‘leaving’     -          „درک‟   /dærk/   ‘understanding’ 

/k , g/    „کْر‟   /r/       ‘blind’       -          „گْر‟    /gr/     ‘tomb’ 
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/k , q/    „کار‟    /r/       ‘work’       -          „غار‟     /qr/     ‘cave’ 

/q , ʔ/     „غار‟    /qr/      ‘cave’        -          „عار‟     /ʔr/     ‘shame’ 

/q , g/    „قیز‟    /qir/        ‘tar’           -          „گیز‟     /gir/      ‘clip’ 

/f , v/     „فصل‟  /fæsl/      ‘season’    -          „ّصل‟   /væsl/    ‘join’ 

/s , z/    „طْد‟    /sd/      ‘benefit’     -          „سّد‟     /zd/    ‘soon’ 

/ʃ , ʒ/     „ػي‟     /ʃn/      ‘gravel’      -          „ژى‟     /ʒn/     ‘gene’ 

/ , h/    „َ َ„          -         ’æst/ ‘tired /  ‟خظت  ’hæst/ ‘core/   ‟ُظت

/h , ʔ/     „ُادی‟  /hdi/     ‘leader’     -          „عادی‟  /ʔdi/     ‘ordinary’ 

/ , q/    „خالی‟   /li/     ‘empty’     -          „قالی‟     /qli/     ‘carpet’ 

/ʧ, ʤ/    „چای‟   /ʧj/      ‘tea’           -          „جای‟     /ʤj/    ‘place’ 

/m, n/    „رام‟    /rm/     ‘tamed’      -          „راى‟     /rn/     ‘thigh’ 

/l , n/     „َلال‟    /ll/      ‘tulip’        -          „ًَلا‟     /ln/   ‘nest’ 

/j , h/     „یال‟     /jl/         „mane‟       -          „ُال‟     /hl/      „hall‟ 

/r  , j/     „راد‟    /rd/      ‘liberal’      -          „یاد‟      /jd/     ‘memory’ 

/r  , l/     „هار‟    /mr/     ‘snake’       -          „هال‟     /ml/    ‘property’ 

/n , r/     „ًاى‟     /nn/     ‘bread’       -          „راى‟     /rn/     ‘thigh’ 

 

 

2.3.2       Persian Vowel Phonemes  

         

            The Persian language has 6 pure vowel phonemes. The Persian vowels are 

represented in the following table, and examples are given for each of the vowels in the 

form of minimal pairs. 

    

                                           Table 2.3  
                                           Persian vowel phonemes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    front                back  
               (unrounde)          (rounded) 

close             i                     

 

mid                               ɔ 

 

open             æ                      
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Examples 

/ , æ/   „فز‟      /fr/       ‘curl’            -       „فز‟      /fær/         ‘magnificence’ 

/i  , /    „طیز‟    /sir/       ‘garlic’          -       „طز‟     /sr/         ‘insensible’ 

/ɔ , /   „پل‟       /pɔl/     ‘bridge’        -       „پْل‟    /pl/        ‘money’ 

/ , /   „پای‟      /pj/     ‘leg’              -       „پی‟      /pj/         ‘foundation’ 

/ , ɔ/   „طْر‟     /sr/      ‘feast’           -       „طز‟     /sɔr/         ‘slide’ 

/ɔ , /   „ػذ‟       /ʃɔd/      ‘became’      -       „ػاد‟     /ʃd/        ‘happy’ 

/ , æ/  „آطتز‟    /stær/  ‘lining’          -       „اطتز‟   /æstær/    ‘mule’ 

/ɔ , æ/   „هزد‟     /mɔrd/   ‘died’            -       „هزد‟    /mærd/     ‘man’ 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

2.4       The Persian Syllable  

           "The Persian syllable is a unit of sound composed of an obligatory syllable nucleus, a 

vowel, with one obligatory initial consonant and one or two optional final consonant(s)." 

(Samareh, 1999: 113)                                                         

                                                                    Syllable 

 

                                                              O                             R                                                               

                                                                                                      

                                                                                       N                 C                                                                      

 

                                                          C                           V         (C)   (C)                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                       Figure2.3    

                                                                       The Persian syllable¹   

                  

2.4.1       Persian Syllabic Structure  

            The general structure of a syllable in the Persian language consists of the following 

segments which have been represented in the diagram above.   

 Onset (obligatory)                                                                                   

 Rhyme 

       Nucleus (obligatory) 
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       Coda (optional)                                                                    

The Persian language has three kinds of syllables as follows :   

 

                                                                                         

CV          as in     „ها‟    []     „we‟         and         „ْه‟   [u]   „hair‟ 

CVC       as in     „تار‟   []     „load‟      and         „دّر‟  [u]   „far‟ 

CVCC    as in     „درد‟  [æ] „pain‟       and         „آرد‟   [ʔ] „flour‟ 

 

 

            The first type of syllable that is the minimum syllable in Persian consists of an onset 

which is obligatory and a rhyme that is composed of only a vowel. This is an open syllable.                                                                                                                                                                                                 

            The second kind of syllable consists of an onset that is one consonant and a rhyme 

which is composed of a vowel as the core of the syllable and a consonant in final position. 

This is a closed syllable. 

            The third kind of syllable consists of one consonant as the onset and one vowel and 

two consonants as the rhyme. The consonant cluster occurs at the end of the syllable after 

the core. 

 

2.4.2   Syllabification 

            In the Persian language, the vowels form the nucleus of the syllable. There is only 

one vowel in each syllable. The number of syllables can be identified by counting the 

vowels. For example, in the word „  nonchalance‟, four„ [...] ‟طِل اًگاری

syllables can be identified because of the four vowels in the word. The division of syllables 

depends on the number of consonants that occur between two vowels. The minimum 

number of consonants that can occur between two vowels is one and the maximum is three. 

So, in a connected sequence of syllables, they can be divided into one of the following 

forms: 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
¹In this diagram  „O‟ stands for „onset‟, „R‟ for „rhyme‟, „N‟ for ‟nucleus‟, „C‟ for „coda‟,  „C‟ for „consonant‟ and „V‟ for „vowel‟.  
The parentheses represent the optional segments.      
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a)       v.cv   

                     
              In the first form, with one consonant occurring between two vowels, the division is 

between the first vowel and the consonant since no syllable begins with a vowel. The 

example  is „دّا‟ [.] „medicine‟. This kind  of  division results  in two  syllables,  [cv. 

cv].  

b)       vc.cv                   

 
            In the second form, with two consonants occurring between two vowels, the division 

is between the two consonants because vowels and consonant clusters do not occur at the 

beginning of a syllable. For example, „دختز‟ [ɔx.] „girl‟. This kind of division results in 

two syllables, [cvc.cvc].     

 

 

c)        vcc.cv 

                                                                                                              

             In the third form, with three consonants occurring between two vowels, the syllable 

division is between the third and the forth consonant. This kind of syllable division results 

in two syllables, [cvcc.cv]. For example, „ْصلحج‟ [ɔlh.ʤu] „peace-seeker‟.   

 

2.5       Stress in Persian 

 

            Stress, which is defined by phoneticians as "the relative emphasis given to certain 

syllables in a word, may be characterized by one of the characteristics such as variation of 

the „pitch‟, „loudness‟, „quality‟ and „quantity‟". In connected speech, each of the syllables 

which is comparatively articulated with a higher degree of the above characteristics is called 

a stressed syllable. "The Persian language makes use of the „pitch‟ much more than the 

„loudness‟, „quality‟ and „quantity‟. Therefore, the type of stress used in this language is 

called „pitch stress‟ (Haghshenas, 1990: 124).  Different languages make use of different 
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levels of stress such as „emphatic stress‟, „primary stress‟, „secondary stress‟ and „tertiary 

stress‟, but in some languages there is no stress at all. "In the Persian language, based on the 

grammatical category of the word only one syllable in each word is usually stressed‟ 

(Meshkatoddini, 1998: 118). Single-syllable words present no problems and are always 

stressed. The examples are „هي‟ [mæn] „I‟, „تْپ‟ [tp] „ball‟.  

            The stress pattern in Persian varies according to the word classes as well as the 

tenses of the verb. Below is a description of the stress patterns found. 

 

2.5.1       Nouns and Adjectives 

            For most of the nouns and adjectives or other words playing the role of a noun or 

adjective, only the last syllable is stressed. 

Examples : 

 ‟God„ [ɔ..] ‟خذاًّذ„

 ‟great„ [ɔ.ɔ] ‟تشرگ„

 

2.5.2       Adverbs 

 

            In each adverb, stress is put on a specific syllable. That is to say, in adverbs with the 

suffix „‟, stress is put on the last syllable, and others get stress on the first syllable. There 

are still some adverbs with the suffix „‟ which do not follow the rules so that they can be 

stressed on the first or last syllable.  

Examples : 

 ‟approximately„ [..] ‟تقزیثا„ 

 ‟perhaps„ [ʃ.] ‟ػایذ„

 ‟or [..] „absolutely [..] ‟کاهلا„
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2.5.3       Verbs 

2.5.3.1       The Present Tense of the Verbs 

         

            In the case of the present tense of the verb, stress is generally on the first syllable of 

the word. 

Examples : 

 ‟I eat„ [.ɔ.] ‟هیخْرم„

 ‟I don‟t buy„ [...] ‟ًویخزم„

 

2.5.3.2       The Past Tense of the Verbs 

 

            In the case of the past tense of the verb, if it is a two-syllable verb, stress is placed 

on the first syllable of the word; if the verb consists of more than two syllables, stress goes 

on the penultimate or last syllable. 

Examples : 

 

Two-syllable verbs: 

 

 ‟He/She could„ [ɔ.m] ‟تزدم„

 ‟They took„ [ʃɔ.] ‟ػظتٌذ„

 ‟They went„ [f.] ‟رفتٌذ„

       

Verbs with more than two syllables: 

 

 ‟He/She could„ [..] ‟تْاًظت„

       ‟They took„ [.ʃ. ] ‟تزداػتٌذ„

 ‟They could„ [...] ‟تْاًظتٌذ„
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2.5.3.3       The Present Perfect Tense and Past Perfect Tense of the Verbs 

 

            In these two forms, stress is put on the last syllable of the past participle of the verb.  

Examples : 

 ‟I have told„ [ɔf..ʔ] ‟گفتَ ام„

 ‟They had eaten„ [ɔ..] ‟خْردٍ تْدًذ„

 

2.5.3.4       The Future Tense of the Verbs 

 

            In this kind of verb, the last syllable of the auxiliary verb is stressed. 

Examples : 

 ‟They will tell„ [..f] ‟خْاٌُذ گفت„

 ‟I will come„ [..ʔ.] ‟خْاُن آهذ„

 

2.5.3.5       The Imperative Verbs 

 

            In the imperative forms of verbs, stress is put on the first syllable of the word. 

Examples : 

 ‟Read„ [.] ‟تخْاى„

 ‟Don‟t come„ [.] ‟ًیا„
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2.6       Summary  

 

          Persian language has 72 phonetic consonants. With regards to their place of 

articulation, they are divided into 10 groups, namely, bilablal, labio-dental, dental-alveolar, 

dental, alveolar, post-alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular and glottal, and based on manner of  

articulation they are classified as plosives, fricatives, affricates, nasals, laterals, trills, flaps 

and approximants. The air stream mechanism used in the articulation of all Persian 

consonants is „pulmonic egressive‟, in which the air stream is created by the lungs and 

exhaled through the mouth or nose.  

           

          Persian has 32 phonetic vowels and 6 diphthongs, which are divided into two groups, 

one group consisting of five members ending in [i], the other, with only one member ending 

in [u]. The air stream mechanism used in the articulation of  Persian pure vowels and 

diphthongs is also „pulmonic egressive‟. There are no triphthongs in Persian. Persian 

consists of  23 consonant phonemes and 6 vowel phonemes.  

 

          Persian has three kinds of syllabic structures, namely CV, CVC, and CVCC, for 

example, „ها‟ [m] „we‟, „تاب‟ [tb] „swing‟, and „تخت‟ [bæt] „fortune‟. Syllabification, in 

this language, can be done, simply, through counting the pure vowels. Regarding the 

number of syllables in a word, Persian has five different types of words as in monosyllables, 

disyllables, trisyllables, tetrasyllable, and polysyllables. For example, „چای‟ [ʃ] „tea‟, „ تی

 .‟pottery„ [sɔflgæ'ri] ‟طفالگزی„ ,‟pottery„ [sɔflgæ'ri] ‟طفالگزی„ ,‟painless„ [bi'dærd] ‟درد
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          Persian language makes use of only one level of stress, that is, in each word only one 

syllable is stressed. This language makes use of „pitch‟ much more than the „loudness‟, 

„quality‟ and quantity; therefore, the stress used in this language is called „pitch stress‟. The 

distribution of stress is comparatively simple and rule-based, that is, in nouns and adjectives 

stress falls on the last syllable, in the present tense of the verbs stress is on the first syllable, 

in the past tense of the verb it is on the last syllable, and in imperative verbs stress falls on 

the first syllable. In the case of adverbs which are divided into three different groups, each 

one is stressed differently.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


